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Abstract : Background and Aims: Cancer of the cervix, one of cancer-related death, is the second most common cancer in
women worldwide. It develops over time but it is one of the most preventable types of cancer and there is the available proper
screening program for its preventing. Since Pap smear test is vital to prevent and control of disease but women do not
accomplish it regularly. Therefore, this study was aimed to explore women's needs referring to health care centers for doing
Pap smear test. Material and methods: In this study, an inductive qualitative method with content analysis approach was used.
This survey was done in varamin city (is located capital of Iran) in year 2014. Through the purposive sampling 15 women's view
of point referring to health care centers of for doing Pap smear test was surveyed. Inclusion criteria were: 20-50 years old
married women, having experience Pap smear test and attendance to participate in the Study. Recorded semi- structured
interviews were typed and analyzed through of content analysis method. To obtain trustworthiness and rigor of the data, the
criteria of credibility, dependability, confirmability and transferability was used. Results: During the data analysis, four main
categories of “role of health care team”, “role of organizations”, “social support” and “policies and administration system” were
developed. The participants emphasized on making motivational rules and coordination among organizations to do behaviors
related to women health. Conclusion: The findings of study showed that doing Pap smear test are attributed to appropriate and
intimate interactions with health professionals, family support, encouraging legislation and policies and coordination and
notification of organizations. Therefore, designers and stockholders of policies and health system should more consider to
growth and involve other organizations toward women's health.
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